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Rupert says, “Shoot with a Camera--Fight with a Pen—Tow with Greenwood”.

This page will be hand-dropped in every mail slot on the block—it concerns
the Block. It is also sent out by e-mail and posted on the WEB.
The Unit South Durham, Inc. HAS purchased 7 South Durham Street—the
park and parking—The “PACKAGE” was picked up on Tuesday past. Due to
scanner and printer and computer and my mind and body problems, The document
has yet to be copied and posted. Everyone is invited to get a copy of the public
document and then tell us what we’ve done wrong while we decide what to do
next. I hope this is taken as subtle sarcasm and that everything is in order as to
what has been expected and what will be expected in the future: The possibility of
a clean, green, safe, open space for the neighborhood in exchange for parking for
the block.
This past month there have been two occasions at 03.00 a.m. or thereabouts
when Rousseau and me have had words with strange vehicles in spaces. On both
occasions the occupants said they were here for either someone around the corner
or up the block. In the past the spaces have been used for drug deals and other
goings on and this is generally explained to the occupants—the vehicles never get
it on their own. We know the cars in our block. The intruders left on both
occasions. All dog walkers are welcomed especially if they pick up and take it
with them--what it is. The dogs are generally well behaved. Rousseau needs a
little more work since he’s French even though he’s from a nice Jewish family in
West Virginia.
Just a reminder that the SECOND and FOURTH FRIDAY of each
MONTH is recycling day and mixed plastics, glass, aluminum, paper and
cardboard are collected. Nancy’s church takes aluminum.
Thanks to the Mayor and City Council and the department of Housing and Acquisitions
and especially councilman Kraft and Erin and Mia and Senator Mikulski and Jennifer and good
luck to President Obama. http://www.monorails.org
This community note is brought to you by the publishers of:
Hey, Diddle Diddle—Blood is the Riddle; Dust, Rainbows and Dirty Sox;
TAI-CHI-ONE ; Drugs, Rainbows and Dirty Words
All are available at http://www.mayopia.com The books at Amazon.com
Anyone wishing to comment:
http://www.tai-chi-one.com/BLOGCHI/

